Abstract. Many models exist for predicting toxicities based on dose-volume histograms (DVHs) or dose-surface histograms (DSHs). This approach has several drawbacks as firstly the reduction of the dose-distribution to a histogram results in the loss of spatial information and secondly the bins of the histograms are highly correlated with each other. Furthermore some of the complex non-linear models proposed in the past lack a direct physical interpretation and the ability to predict probabilities rather than binary outcomes. We propose a parameterized representation of the 3D-distribution of the dose to the rectal wall which explicitly includes geometrical information in form of the eccentricity of the dose distribution as well as its lateral and longitudinal extent. We use a non-linear kernel-based probabilistic model to predict late rectal toxicity based on the parameterized dose-distribution and assessed its predictive power using data from the MRC RT01 trial (ISCTRN 47772397). The endpoints under consideration were rectal bleeding, loose stools, and a global toxicity score. We extract simple rules identifying 3D dose patterns related to a specifically low risk of complication. NTCP models based on parameterized representations of geometrical and volumetric measures resulted in areas under the curve of 0.66, 0.63 and 0.67 for predicting rectal bleeding, loose stools and global toxicity respectively. In comparison, NTCP models based on standard DVHs performed worse and resulted in AUCs of 0.59 for all 3 endpoints. In conclusion, we have presented low-dimensional, interpretable and non-linear NTCP models based on the parameterized representation of the dose to the rectal wall. These models had a higher predictive power than models based on standard DVHs and their low dimensionality allowed for the identification of 3D dose patterns related to a low risk of complication.
Introduction
Many attempts have been made to model toxicities after radiotherapy based on the dose delivered to organs-at-risk. Early models were based on simple measures summarizing the 3D dose distribution such as the equivalent uniform dose or the mean dose. However, with advances in computing power and the availability of many machinelearning algorithms in user-friendly implementations it has become possible to model complex interactions between dose and non-dose factors. A variety of non-linear models including neural networks (Gulliford et al. 2004) , support vector machines (Chen et al. 2007 , Naqa et al. 2009 ) and self-organizing maps (Chen et al. 2008) have been proposed to predict complications after radiotherapy. Information on the dose-distribution is usually included in the form of dose-volume histograms (DVHs) or dose-surface histograms (DSHs). This approach has several shortcomings: Firstly, by reducing the dose-distributions to histograms, spatial information is discarded. In a previous study (Buettner et al. 2009b) we reported evidence that not only volumetric aspects of the dose distribution are important for outcome, but also morphological information. Thus, it is desirable to include spatial information in a predictive model. While conventional linear models such as logistic or probit regression, which do not take interactions into account, output complication probabilities, commonly used nonlinear classifiers provide the user with a binary classification (complication yes or no). For practical applications it is often desirable to calculate an individual complicationprobability for every patient instead of determining a binary outcome only. Furthermore, no satisfactory solution has been found for the feature-selection problem, which plays a crucial role in any prediction method (Naqa et al. 2009 , Guyon & Elisseeff 2003 : due to the high degree of correlation between the dosimetric variables conventionally used (DVH/DSH bins) it is particularly difficult to find the optimal set of predictor variables which reduces the complexity of the model and improves generalization. Previous approaches to find the 'significant' set of features include educated guessing, sensitivity analysis, a recursive feature elimination technique (Naqa et al. 2009 , Guyon & Elisseeff 2003 and the use of genetic algorithms (Gayou et al. 2008) . When normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) models are used to predict late rectal toxicity, this feature selection is particularly challenging as there is good evidence that a wide range of dose-levels is significantly correlated to outcome. Thus, late rectal toxicity has been associated with high doses (> 60 Gy) (Peeters et al. 2006b , Storey et al. 2000 to the rectum as well as low/intermediate doses (32 Gy -50 Gy) , Jackson et al. 2001 , Skwarchuk et al. 2000 . Finally, the complexity of these non-linear models leads to a lack of intelligibility. This is one of the major drawbacks of complex non-linear models as the user usually has to 'believe' the results without any insights in the factors resulting in the classification procedure. In order to overcome these shortcomings we propose the following framework to predict patient-specific probabilities of reporting late rectal toxicities after prostate radiotherapy based on data from the MRC RT01 trial (ISRCTN 47772397). We suggest a novel approach to solving the problem of finding a limited set of interpretable dosimetric features with a high predictive power: instead of trying to find a subset of dosimetric variables from the large number of highly correlated variables corresponding to the conventional DVH-representation, we parametrize the dose-distribution. We therefore describe the dose to the rectal wall using geometric and volumetric features as introduced in (Buettner et al. 2009b ) and presented in section 2.2 of this paper and propose a parameterised representation of the resulting dose-measure-histograms (such as dose-surface-histogram or dose-lateral-extent-histogram) describing each dosemeasure-histogram (DMH) using 3 parameters. We then use non-linear kernel methods to predict toxicities and obtain complication-probabilities as outputs instead of binary labels (complication yes or no) by using Platt's posterior probabilities (Platt 1999 ). In order to be able to interpret the classification procedure, we extracted a set of simple rules with broad coverage and sharp differentiations which describe 3D dosepatterns related to a specifically low likelihood of complication. This was achieved by contrasting the parameterised dose distributions of patients with specifically high and low complication probabilities respectively. It has been suggested that not only dosimetric variables, but also clinical variables can be related to late toxicities after prostate radiotherapy. However, while they could easily be integrated in the NTCP models proposed in this study, the focus on the study was on the quantification of the predictive power of different representations of the dose distribution so that relative differences between the different models were the most interesting quantities. That is why all NTCP models discussed in this study are only based on the dose to the rectum.
Methods

Patient Cohort
Data from the MRC RT01 multicentre randomized controlled trial (ISRCTN 47772397) were used to assess our framework of using a parameterised representation of the 3D dose-distribution to predict radiation-induced toxicities. In this trial, 843 men with localised prostate cancer were treated with 3D conformal radiotherapy. 421 patients were treated with a prescribed standard dose of 64 Gy, 422 with an escalated dose of 74 Gy; the dose per fraction was 2 Gy for all patients. All patients had a minimum follow-up of two years. The rectum was outlined from the anus taken at the level of the ischial tuberosities or 1 cm below the planning target volume, whichever was more inferior to the rectosigmoid junction. The centers could choose to use either a 3-field or a 4-field technique in order to deliver the initial 64 Gy; patients who were randomized to 74 Gy received the 10 Gy boost to the prostate using either 4 or 6 fields. Further details about the implementation and first results of the trial can be found in (Sydes et al. 2004 ) and (Dearnaley et al. 2007) respectively. Planning data were available for a subgroup of 388 patients . In the present analysis, dosimetric effects of rectal bleeding, loose stools and a global toxicity score were considered. The cohort of patients with a global toxicity score consisted of all patients who reported any grade-2 complication of the toxicities listed in table 1. A detailed analysis of correlations between DSM-based dosimetric measures and all endpoints was presented in (Buettner et al. 2009b) . As rectal bleeding and loose stools were the endpoints with the strongest correlations to dosimetric descriptors, we focus on rectal bleeding, loose stools and a global toxicity score in this study. Only patients who were free of the respective symptom before treatment were considered. Toxicity was defined as the highest grade reported during the follow-up and quantified using a three-point grading scheme ). This grading scheme was dichotomized (complication (grade-1 or -2) vs. no complication). The number of patients who reported each grade of toxicity is listed in table 1. Each patient only had a single CT scan at the time of planning, based on which the dose distribution was calculated. Thus, due to motion uncertainties the delivered dose-distribution might differ from the dose-distribution calculated based on the planning CT scan. 2.2. Characterization of the spatial distribution of the dose to the rectal wall A set of dose-surface-maps (DSMs) of the rectum which represent the dose delivered to the surface of the rectal wall was used to quantify the shape of the dose distribution. The DSMs were constructed by virtually unfolding the rectum in a slice-wise manner following the methods reported in , Gianolini et al. 2008 , Buettner et al. 2009a , Buettner et al. 2009b ): At every CT slice the contour was cut at its posterior-most location and the dose at 21 points was determined by interpolation. In order to facilitate inter-patient comparisons, the maps were normalized in the longitudinal direction by interpolation to maps of 21×21 pixels. This was implemented using in-house software Guiness (Mangar et al. 2006) . Each DSM was next described as a set of binary images. Therefore 75 binary images were generated by thresholding at different values α [Gy], α ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 75}. In order to extract geometrical measures from the stacks of binary images, all 1-valued pixels were grouped into a set of clusters. At every dose level the dose distributions were characterized by fitting an ellipse around the largest cluster. The longitudinal and lateral extent of the largest clusters were quantified by projecting the axes of the ellipse to the main axes of the DSMs and the eccentricity of the ellipse was recorded. This resulted in dose-lateral-extent-histograms, dose-longitudinal-extent-histograms and dose-eccentricity histograms. Additionally, the DSM-based DSH and the conventional DVH of the rectum were recorded. Hence, a set of 5 cumulative dose-"measure"-histograms with widths of 1 Gy was obtained with the measures being normalized area, lateral extent, longitudinal extent and eccentricity of the dose to the rectal wall and volume of the dose to the rectum.
parameterisation of the dose distribution
In order to parametrize the 3D dose distribution, functions were fitted to the geometrical measures lateral extent, longitudinal extent and eccentricity as well as to the conventional dosimetric measures area and volume. All functions were fitted to the dose-measure-histograms. As all DMHs except the dose-eccentricity-histogram have a sigmoidal shape similar to the shape of a DVH, a sigmoidal function was fitted. Different ways to parametrize the dose-distribution exist. Thus, sigmoidal functions based on the logistic function or Richard's curve can be used as well as high-order polynomials or the root function. As we aimed to find a low-dimensional parameterisation a trade-off between accuracy and dimensionality had to be made. In previous analyses we have found that dose levels between 20 Gy and 62 Gy were most strongly correlated to outcome (Buettner et al. 2009b ). While Peeters et al. (2006b) have reported similar findings, some studies (Fiorino et al. 2009 ) have shown that there are significant correlations between high doses ≥ 70 Gy and rectal bleeding. As the dose distribution at these high doses is mostly determined by the prescription dose, this information can easily be included in NTCP models in the form of an additional predictor if the NTCP models are used for a patient population where the prescription dose varies over a broad range. Hence, as not only the variation of the shape of DMHs is greatest for dose levels between 20 Gy and 62 Gy, but also correlations to outcome are strongest, it is desirable to model this part of the DMHs particularly well. The root function does not provide enough flexibility in this part of the DMHs and polynomials are too high-dimensional. That is why we modeled all DMHs except the dose-eccentricity-histogram by fitting the following sigmoidal function with 3 parameters:
with M being either lateral extent, longitudinal extent, surface-area or volume, D the dose in Gy and a, b and c the parameters of the function. c characterizes the fall-off rate of the sigmoidal function, b the location of the fall-off point, a characterizes the shape of the fall-off and M max the upper asymptote.
In contrast to the other measures, the eccentricity of the cumulative dosedistribution does not have a sigmoidal shape as it is invariant to scale. Therefore it was described using a polynomial of order 4. The order of the polynomial was chosen as it maximized the predictive power of the coefficients. In order to illustrate the goodness Figure 3 . Non linearly separable data (left) is mapped from a low-dimensional space (x) into a higher dimensional feature space (z) using a mapping function Φ. In the feature space the data can be separated linearly using the hyperplane displayed as a straight line.
of the fits, in figures 1 and 2 the DSHs and eccentricities for all patients are shown, both in histogram-representation and parameterised representation. These fits were performed for all patients free of the respective symptom before treatment. All fits were performed using Mathematica 7.0.0, Wolfram Research Inc.
Modelling toxicities and assessing the predictive power using machine-learning methods
In order to quantify the ability of the fits to describe the dose distribution and predict rectal toxicity, machine-learning methods were used. Therefore, the fit-parameters were used as inputs for a machine-learning algorithm (classifier) to predict radiationinduced complications and the predictive power was quantified using receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. The ROC curve plots the sensitivity of a classifier versus 1-specificity and describes the performance of a classifier more thoroughly than a simple mis-classification-rate. In order to quantify the ability of the algorithm to perform on unseen data the area under the ROC curve (AUC) was calculated from a 10-fold cross-validation. Therefore the data were split in 10 roughly equal parts. Next, for l = 1, . . . , 10 a model was fitted to the 9 other parts of the data forming the training set and the performance of the NTCP model was evaluated using the lth part of the data, forming the test set. In order to be able to capture complex interactions between input parameters, it is desirable to use a non-linear classifier. Recently, Naqa et al. (2009) have shown that kernel methods are an efficient method for predicting treatment response and outperform other non-linear methods or provide a competitive performance. Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (Hastie et al. 2003 , Naqa et al. 2009 ) were used to assess the predictive power of the parametrized dose distribution. This method uses a kernel to map the data in a high-dimensional transformed feature-space such that the classes (complication vs. non-complication) can be separated linearly (figure 3).
The kernel used in this work was the radial basis function. The predictive power of the parametrized representation of the dose distribution was assessed using a 10-fold cross-validation and ROC analysis. In order to quantify a potential loss of information due to the parameterisation, SVMs were also trained based on DVH-data in the conventional representation using bins. As the bins of the DVHs are highly correlated, they were binned into groups of 10 Gy (V10, V20,..., V70, V73) as proposed by Naqa et al. (2009) . In order to obtain an individual complication probability for each patient instead of a binary outcome (i.e. complication yes or no), the outputs of the SVM have to be transformed. Therefore a sigmoid function was fitted on the output values of the SVMs (Platt 1999 , Lin et al. 2003 . All calculations were performed using kernlab (Karatzoglou et al. 2004) , an extensible package for kernel-based machine learning methods in the programming language and software environment for statistical computing "R".
Identifying low-risk dose-patterns
NTCP-values of rectal bleeding, loose stools and the global toxicity score were calculated for every patient based on the parameterised representation of the dose distribution using probabilistic SVMs. These probabilities were used to rank the patients such that patients with the highest NTCP were on top of the ranking. Next, we extracted the most important dosimetric characteristic properties describing dose patterns related to specifically low NTCPs in form of rules. Rules with broad coverage and sharp differentiations were discovered by contrasting the parameterised dose distributions of patients drawn from both the top and the bottom of the ranking as suggested by SallebAouissi et al. (2009) . Rules were extracted in the from of (2) The left-hand side of the rule is also referred to as Property and the right-hand side as Concept. α, β, and γ are parameters from the parameterised description of the 3D dose distribution. Thus, the rule in equation 2 states that if parameters α, β and γ lie within the intervals [α 1 , α 2 ], [β 1 , β 2 ] and [γ 1 , γ 2 ] respectively, the corresponding dose distribution is related to a high/low risk of complication for the patient. Interactions of up to order 3 were considered. The intervals considered were all possible 5%, 10%, . . . 95% quantiles of the parameters describing volume, area, lateral and longitudinal extent and eccentricity. The importance (i.e. broad coverage in combination with sharp differentiation) of a rule R was measured by its leverage L (Salleb- Aouissi et al. 2009 ). This is defined as:
with P being the probability. The leverage is always between -0.25 and 0.25 and quantifies the proportion of additional patients fulfilling the rule, above those expected if both sides of the rule were independent. Only rules with |L| ≥ 0.15 were considered and a rule was rejected when it was implicit ‡ in at least one rule with a higher or equal leverage. In order to extract the rules the 10% at the top of the ranking (high risk) were contrasted with the 10% at the bottom of the ranking (low risk). Thus, we say a patient has a low complication risk, if his ‡ A rule R 1 is implicit in a rule R 2 when all intervals [π i,1 , π i,2 ] of all parameters π i of R 1 lie within the corresponding intervals of R 2 complication probability lies within the bottom 10% of the ranking.
Results
Characterization of the parameterised dose distribution
In order to illustrate the ability of the sigmoidal function (eq. 1) to quantify the dose distribution, the DSH is shown in a parameterised representation as well as in the conventional representation using bins of 1 Gy for all patients (figure 1). Furthermore, in figure 2 the eccentricity is shown in both representations for all patients. While some information on the detailed shapes of the DMHs is lost due to the parameterisation, the number of descriptors characterizing the dose distribution is reduced significantly from 375 (5*75) to 17. Furthermore the correlation between the dosimetric descriptors based on the parameterisation is reduced considerably. In figure  4 the correlation coefficients for all parameters from the parameterised representation of the dose-distribution is shown as well as the correlation coefficients for the DMHparameters in the conventional representation. The number of descriptors as well as the correlation between the descriptors is considerably higher for the conventional representation than for the parameterised representation.
Predictive power of the parameterised dose-distribution
SVMs were trained based on different sets of parameters and the performances were quantified by determining the area under the curve (AUC) for the different classifiers. In order to assess whether the reduction in both, dimension and correlation between the descriptors of the dose distribution, outweighs the loss of information due to the parameterisation, SVMs were also trained based on the conventional representation of the histogram using bins. For rectal bleeding the AUCs are listed in 
Identifying low-risk patterns of the 3D dose distribution
For each endpoint a SVM was trained based on the set of parameters with the highest predictive power for the respective endpoint and all patients were ranked according to their complication-probability. Hence, rectal bleeding was ranked based on the parameterised lateral extent, global toxicity based on the parameterised DSH and loose stools based on all parameterised dosimetric descriptors (LONG,LAT, DSH and ECC). These endpoint-specific rankings were used to extract rules describing a minimized complication-risk. Due to the low dimensionality of the models -the models for rectal bleeding and global toxicity are based on only 3 predictors -and the relatively low correlations between the variables, it is possible to discover simple, unique rules which can efficiently describe relatively complex dose patterns. For rectal bleeding a set of 38 rules with |L| ≥ 0.15 rules was discovered. The set of independent rules § with the highest leverage is listed in table 5. Thus, the rule with indicates that for the 10% of the patients with the lowest complication-probability the rule was fulfilled (i.e b ∈ [−6.2, 40.1]), while it was not fulfilled for any of the 10% of the patients with the highest complication-probability.
A specifically low risk of global toxicity could be described by a set of 9 rules with |L| ≥ 0.15. The rule with the highest leverage is shown in table 6; none of the other rules with |L| ≥ 0.15 was independent from that rule. In order to discover rules associated with a low risk of loose stools, an SVM was trained based on the parameterised DSH, lateral extent, longitudinal extent and eccentricity. Due to the increased parameter-space and potentially very high number of rules, the minimum leverage was set to 0.2. In total, 19 rules describing a low risk of loose stools were discovered (4 rules with interaction-order 2 and 15 rules with interaction-order 3; the highest rule without interactions had a leverage of 0.18 only). The independent rules are listed in table 7. § Rules R 1 and R 2 are independent if either their sets of parameters are disjoint or if the intervals of all parameter occurring in both rules do not overlap In figure 5 the rules for a specifically low risk of toxicity are visualized for all endpoints under consideration. Therefore the dose-patterns of all patients fulfilling the respective most important rules are contrasted in black against all other dose patterns. 
Discussion
parameterising the dose distribution using sigmoidal functions and polynomials results in a small set of parameters which are highly correlated to late rectal toxicities and can be used to determine normal-tissue-complication probabilities and to identify patterns of the dose distribution related to low risks of complication. The predictive power of the parameters is high for rectal bleeding, global toxicity and loose stools and NTCP models based on the parameterised DSMs outperform models based on conventional DVH/DSH data only. Furthermore, the predictive power of the parameterised representations of DVH, DSH and lateral extent is higher or equal than the predictive power of the conventional representations. This indicates that the parameterised representation of the dose distribution describes well dose patterns specifically related to late rectal toxicity.
In figure 1 it can be seen that the sigmoidal function (eq. 1) can capture the general shape of DMHs like the DSH. However, it fails to model the sharp fall-off at doses close to the prescription dose (64 Gy and 74 Gy respectively). In practice the dose-distribution at high doses is mostly determined by the prescription dose. Thus, the variation of the dose-distribution at doses close to the prescription dose is only small for a given prescription dose. In this study only 2 different prescription doses were used and in previous analyses we have found evidence that the dose levels with statistically significant correlations to outcome are below 62 Gy (Buettner et al. 2009b) . For rectal bleeding the most important dose-levels were between 40 Gy and 61 Gy and for loose stools low to medium doses were most strongly correlated to outcome. Thus, the complication-risk was mostly determined by the variation of the dose distribution at medium doses and the loss of information on the doses close to the prescription dose has only a small effect on the predictive power of the parameterised dose distribution. However, if the model is applied to a patient cohort with a large number of different prescription doses, it could be beneficial to include information of high dose levels. This could easily be achieved by adding an additional predictor to the model in form of prescription dose or maximal dose as these values mostly determine the distribution of the dose at high dose levels.
Different ways to parameterise the dose distribution exist. Hence, it is possible to introduce additional parameters to equation (1) analogical to the generalized logistic function or Richards' curve (Richards 1959) . Although these additional parameters increase the flexibility of the function, the general shape and with it the inability to model the sharp fall-off at doses close to the prescription dose remain and the additional parameters do not increase the predictive power of the NTCP models. That is why we chose to use the simple sigmoidal function as presented in equation (1). As opposed to the sigmoidally shaped DMHs, eccentricity has a more complex shape and is more difficult to model. In order to generate such a model, a 4th order polynomial was used. This polynomial is flexible enough to model both the uni-modal and multimodal shapes of the dose-eccentricity-histograms shown in figure 2. However, it does not model the peak of the original DMH close to the prescription dose which was observed for some patients. This peak occurs if at these dose levels the remaining pixels receiving a dose greater or equal the threshold dose lie on a straight line. This corresponds to a narrow ellipse with an eccentricity close to 1. In a previous analysis (Buettner et al. 2009b) we have found that correlations between the eccentricity at these dose levels and outcome were purely random. Thus, although it would be possible to include this peak as additional predictor in the NTCP model it would not increase the predictive power of the models. The dosimetric descriptors based on the parameterisation are less correlated with each other than the bins of the DMHs in the classical representation. The coefficients of the poynomials parameterising eccentricity were more strongly correlated with each other than the parameters of the sigmoid. However, including eccentricity in predictive models resulted in a better performance for loose stools. While a certain loss of information is inevitable when parameterising histograms, the high predictive power of the parameters shows that using a low-dimensional set of dosimetric descriptors with little cross-correlation outweighs this loss of information. For some endpoints the use of the parameterised representation results in only a relatively small gain in predictive power (e.g. AUC=0.66 for predicting rectal bleeding with parameterised lateral extent and AUC=0.65 for binned lateral extent). However, the models based on the parameterised representation are also superior as they are based on a lower number of input-parameters and hence are less complex. Common concepts of probability theory and statistics such as the commonly used Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1974 , Hastie et al. 2003 or Occam's Razor state that of two models with equal predictive power the less complex one is superior and should be chosen over the complex one.
While the best predictions of rectal bleeding and global toxicity were based on one parameterised dosimetric measure only, loose stools could be predicted best based on the full set of parameters describing the dose to the rectal wall. This indicates that the relation between the dose to the rectal wall and loose stools may be more complex than for rectal bleeding and global toxicity where the predictive power is mainly related to lateral extent and DSH respectively. Thus, interactions between different geometrical measures have to be taken into account to yield the best predictive power for loose stools. Global toxicity, in contrast could be predicted best based on the parameterised DSH only. By summarizing a variety of different endpoints in the global toxicity endpoint (including rectal bleeding and loose stools), geometrical descriptors such as lateral extent become less important and a more general descriptor such as DSH describes the outcome best. It has been suggested that the dose-response-relationship of the rectum differs between endpoints (Peeters et al. 2006a and in previous studies we have found evidence that not only the relevance of specific dose-levels but also the importance of different spatial and morphometric aspects of the dose-distribution changes for different endpoints (Buettner et al. 2009b , Buettner et al. 2010 .
In order to determine the complication probabilities, non-linear kernel-based methods were used. While the ability of these models to capture non-linear interactions between the dosimetric descriptors is important to make reliable predictions, they lead to a lack of intellegibility. We have tried to overcome this by extracting a set of rules describing dose patterns related to low complication-risks. Although these rules do not quantify all subtle interactions between the dosimetric descriptors, they give some insight into the main interrelationships between dose and outcome. Furthermore, once a parameterised representation of a dose-distribution is obtained, one can easily establish if the patient has a low risk of complications by checking if the rules are fulfilled. For all 3 endpoints the parameter b characterizing the fall-off point of the DMH (DSH for global toxicity and loose stools, and lateral extent for rectal bleeding) formed part of the most important rule. However, the respective numeric intervals related to a low complication risk differed between endpoints. This reflects that the observed doseresponse relationship is different for different endpoints. For loose stools the interval is broader than for global toxicity score, relating a wider range of DSH-patterns to a low risk of complication. However, in contrast to global toxicity the eccentricity was also constrained by the parameter ECC 3 . The corresponding interval favoured high eccentricities at low doses. The importance of the rules was quantified using the leverage measure. A variety of other measures such as entropy, interest factor and Laplace estimate exist (Tan et al. 2004 ). We assessed the interestingness of rules using the leverage measure as it combines a high characteristic power with a high coverage (Salleb-Aouissi et al. 2009 , PiatetskyShapiro 1991 .
While the AUC and 10-fold cross-validation give a good indication of the performance of a classifier and allow a ranking of different classifiers, all AUCs in this study were less than 0.7 and thus are not good enough to be used in clinical practice. However, all probabilistic models presented in this study predict outcomes based on dosimetric information only and are easily extendable to include non-dose factors which might increase the performance enough. It has been shown that other factors such as smoking, age, diabetes, neo-adjuvant androgen deprivation, previous abdominal/pelvic surgery and a genetic predisposition can influence the outcome of radiotherapy after prostate cancer (Skwarchuk et al. 2000 , Sanguineti et al. 2002 . These predictors could easily be included in the kernel-based NTCP models. However, the focus on this study was on the quantification of the predictive power of different representations of the dose distribution so that relative differences between the different models were the most interesting quantities.
The dose distribution was calculated based on snapshot of the patient's anatomy at the time of the planning scan. Due to motion and uncertainties in the position of the rectum during the course of treatment, dose patterns change every day so that the actual dose delivered to the rectal wall might differ from the one calculated based on the planning CT. Fenwick (2001) assessed the influence of setup-errors and rectal wall movement on NTCP models and concluded that these uncertainties have only a slight impact on fits of NTCP models. We acknowledge that uncertainties due to motion could have a bigger impact on NTCP models based on geometric features than on DSH-based models. Due to the stochastic nature of motion and setup-errors, the shape of the dosedistribution delivered to the patient is likely to be a blurred version of the shape of the dose distribution calculated based on the planning CT. Furthermore, it has been suggested recently that the delivered dose can be approximated from the static dose by blurring it using a Gaussian filter and thus accounting for the smoothing of spatial variations of the dose distribution due to inter-and intra-fraction motion, progenitor cell migration, bystander effects, etc , Huang et al. 2010 . The parameterised representation of the dose distribution presented in this study only captures the general shape of the DMHs while detailed information on the shape is discarded. As a blurring of the dose distribution is not likely to change the general shape of the dose distribution significantly, NTCP models based on a parameterised representation of the dose distribution are less sensitive to motion than NTCP models based on histogram bins. We acknowledge that changes in rectum filling could result in a delivered dose distribution which can not be approximated by blurring the static dose distribution. These changes would affect the standard histogram representation of the dose distribution and the parameterised representation similarly. Thus,in order to minimize motion-induced uncertainties, it is desirable to perform subsequent CT scans during the course of treatment instead of only one planning scan and take the additional information into account when modelling complications. However, that was not possible in this study as data from the RT01 trial were used retrospectively and patients entering that trial only had a single CT scan.
It is acknowledged that the different unfolding-algorithms exist (Sanchez-Nieto et al. 2001 , Hoogeman et al. 2004 , Munbodh et al. 2008 . In this study we used a slice-wise unfolding algorithm as it has been used successfully to investigate the shape of the dose-distribution to the rectal wall (Gianolini et al. 2008 , Buettner et al. 2009b ) and results in intuitively interpretable maps as the rectal wall is displayed in the same frame of reference as the CT scan. Also, it has been stated that the use of a different technique such as weighting the surface according to the vertical angle of the rectum at the respective slice does only result in small changes (Booth 2002) and thus is a considerably smaller source of uncertainty than the uncertainty due to motion of the rectum. Another source of error is the choice of the grading scheme, as this can affect the magnitude of association between the dosimetric measures and outcome (van der Laan et al. 2008 ).
Conclusion
We have presented a non-linear, low-dimensional and interpretable NTCP model for predicting late-rectal toxicities which can incorporate specific spatial aspects of the dose-distribution. By parameterising dose-measure histograms and presenting a low-dimensional representation of the 3D dose-distribution including geometric and volumetric aspects we have solved the feature-selection problem which arises when the dose-distribution is represented by conventional histograms. Kernel-based methods were used to calculate endpoint-specific complication probabilities. These NTCP models based on the parameterised representation of the dose-distribution had a higher predictive power than NTCP models based on standard DVHs. Using the novel NTCP models based on the low-dimensional representation of the 3D dose-distribution, 3D dose patterns related to a low risk of complications have been identified that may be useful for optimising and assessing treatment plans.
